BEHIND THE SCENES WITH JACQUES BODART,
SONACA AIRCRAFT TEST PILOT

“ I FELL INTO THE

AVIATION AND
AERIAL ACROBATICS
CAULDRON WHEN I
WAS A CHILD

“

JACQUES BODART
• Belgian
• Retired airline pilot
• Test pilot at Sonaca
Aircraft
• Aerobatic pilot
• 40 years of aerobatics
• Has piloted 70
aircraft including 30
aerobatic planes

Jacques Bodart is a familiar figure
among aviation enthusiasts and
aerobatics fans (in particular): “I fell
into the aviation and aerial acrobatics
cauldron thanks to my father who was
very well known within the Belgian Air
Force for his aerobatic presentations
in Spitfire, Meteor and Hunter planes
all throughout Europe in the fifties.
My father was a fighter pilot and that
was partly what triggered my passion
for aviation. I originally wanted to
become a military pilot but I didn’t get
the opportunity to achieve my dream.
I joined the air cadets with the help of
the Belgian Air Force, I was very much
guided, supported and encouraged
both by my family and my father’s
friends”.

to 10 hours of flight to become a pilot.
In the beginning, performing aerobatic
maneuvers is quite hard physically
(crushing or weightlessness sensations,
disorientation, nausea,...) but you get
used to it, the main thing is to learn
how to command the machine and your
own body. Aerobatics is the best way to
develop your spatial orientation.”

AEROBATICS IS THE
“
BEST WAY TO DEVELOP
YOUR SPATIAL
ORIENTATION

“

finally as a captain on the Boeing 737.
“I stayed 16 years at Sabena including
8 years at Sobelair (a Sabena charter
subsidiary), it was a small company full
of enthusiasts, the atmosphere was
extraordinary”, he reminisced.
All throughout his career, Jacques
Bodart has never stopped pursuing his
passion, which is aerobatics “Back in
the day, you had to take an aerobatics
training course with approximately 5

By choosing to integrate the spin
tests to the Sonaca 200 certification
program, Sonaca Aircraft has
responded to a real need: allow
student pilots to regain control, to
work on stalls and exit them”.
“A pilot’s ability to recognize a spin
departure, getting accustomed to the
unusual altitudes and forces related
to this type of maneuver and the
knowledge of recovery procedures
allow you to strongly reduce risks
during the use of any kind of aircraft.”
Jacques Bodart continues to take
part in aerobatics as an instructor
as well as participates in aerobatic
competitions and airshows in a
YAK55M (a Russian aerobatics singleseat plane). He is also preparing for
the new Sonaca 200 flight tests which
are scheduled for the end of 2019 as
part of the certification program for
the “Upset Prevention and Recovery
Training” (UPRT) utility version.

After a first job on the ground for an
airline, Jacques Bodart decided to take
an instructor training course at the
Grimbergen Aeroclub in Belgium.
“I traced my piloting career all by
myself,” he said.

“My training and my first job as a pilot
instructor took place at Abelag Aviation
in Grimbergen.” In 1985, Jacques joined
Sabena (a Belgian airline company until
2001) as a flight engineer on the DC-10
(long-haul) and then as a co-pilot and

“For different reasons, airlines have
preferred autopilot in recent years.
With onboard computers, pilots end
up by getting disconnected from the
flight. However, in the event of a
technical error or failure, you need to
be able to recover an aircraft which
has left its flight envelope.

While he was an instructor, Jacques
Bodart had the opportunity to train on
different types of aircraft: “I was lucky to
fly on great machines which belonged
to my students; CAP10, CAP20, Extra and
PITTS just to name a few. I used to rent
these machines from my students, and
then I made the final leap, I became the
co-owner of a Yak 52! “.

WITH ONBOARD
“
COMPUTERS, PILOTS

END UP BY GETTING
DISCONNECTED FROM
THE FLIGHT

“

Jacques Bodart is closely linked to
the Sonaca 200 certification program.
He was the one who carried out the
second phase of the flight tests, namely
the plane’s spin tests.

critical phase of the tests and a beautiful
challenge for me! The plane proved to
be very sound and the spin and spin exit
exercises went smoothly “.

The encounter with Sonaca Aircraft
It was in January 2018 that Jacques
Bodart started the spin tests which
completed the Sonaca 200 flight test
program; this more or less involved
putting the aircraft outside of its flight
envelope in order to simulate an
accident. “I had never flown aboard
the Sonaca 200, I did some research on
the plane and I became familiar with the
aircraft in flight. While I usually perform
my aerobatic maneuvers (at the highest)
at 3000 feet Sonaca Aircraft asked me to
start the tests by doing a spin at 10,000
feet and exit it in one turn, it was the most

THE SONACA 200 SPIN TESTS
Over 100 spin entries allowed us to test the aircraft
in every mass, aircraft balance, wing flap, entry and
exit maneuver and rotation direction configuration.
These tests enabled us to explore the aircraft’s
behavior with up to 3 spin turns and showed
homogeneous and predictable behavior. The
altitude losses for a 1-turn spin including recovery
were all between 800 and 1200 feet with load
factors observed within the aircraft’s limits.
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